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if one were to tell it from the outside, the
fact that wolf of wall street is an odyssey
through the dizzying heights and depths

of the junk bond market would sound
absurd. it's a story of high life, wild
partying, the dizzying heights of the

market, and the dizzying depths of the
market. the movie follows the exploits of
high-level bond traders in the mid-80s,
most of whom are obsessed with the

winning bond trade of the day. by any
standards, they are privileged people,
and if not exactly richer than croesus,
they certainly have the lifestyle to go

with it. they use their connections to get
the best bond deals, relish their lavish
parties, go on exotic trips, and think
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nothing of lying to their wives and
girlfriends in order to get what they want.

and when they lose, they end up on
some of the most absurd -- and

potentially deadly -- criminal activities.
the movie follows jordan belfort's

experiences in the world of wall street.
belfort is a brokerage firm whose primary
market is to institutional investors, and
not in the literal sense that the average
person who invests in the stock market.
this is a highly-traded market where the

big guns rule. in fact, these guys are over
the top. they are not your run-of-the-mill
broker who goes up to a client's office to
sell bonds. these are serious players who
are what is called "accredited investors"
when the company is a small one and

"institutional investors" when the
company is on the big board. their clients
also include mutual funds, pension funds,

investment pools, international
investment companies, investment

banks, and hedge funds.
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this is the best version of the wolf of wall
street yet. it comes with a blu-ray 3d

version, which will look great on your tv,
and i found the glasses to be highly

comfortable. they fit snugly to the face,
and the lenses are flexible enough to
move with each blink. you may even

enjoy the same cinematic experience as
the director himself. it's a great way to
see the film in 3d, and it's a feature i

highly recommend. the blu-ray is loaded
with extras, including a gag reel, deleted
scenes, commentaries, interviews, and
more. there was nothing complicated or
complicated about the story behind 'the

wolf of wall street' - take a new-wave
'wolf of wall street,' make him a

character with a lot of money, and you're
set. that's basically how 'moneyball' was

made, and while it wasn't as
inflammatory or as fun as 'the wolf of
wall street,' it was still an entertaining

sports drama, and helped make michael
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lewis' book a bestseller. 'the wolf of wall
street' is set in the 1980s, when the mark
of a successful stockbroker was to make
huge amounts of money and to deliver it
to his clients. both dicaprio and margot
robbie played characters who were the

antithesis of how the real jordan was - at
least as portrayed by the director. the
film was inspired by the 1970s sports
comedy 'catch me if you can' and the

french action film 'la femme nikita,' and
more than half of the script was written

after scorsese watched the 2005
'magnolia' starring dicaprio. the final
result is a chaotic, fast-paced, filthy,
sometimes hilarious and thrill-packed
satire that riffs on every phase of the

financial industry, but is executed with
the same commanding professionalism
and oomph that made 'the departed' so

enticing. 5ec8ef588b
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